Terem Crossover Music Week
Musical experience like no other!

July 22-31, 2016
Imatra, FINLAND
APPLICANTS WELCOME
Pioneers of crossover music, founders of the world's first crossover music competition, the St. Petersburg's 'calling
card', world-famous Terem Quartet welcomes applicants to the Terem Crossover Music Week -an intensive
instrumental

and

vocal

music course

to be

held

on July

22-31,

2016 in

Imatra,

Finland.

Terem Crossover Music Week is a 9-day educational program designed for young musicians aged 15 to 21.
Summarizing the quartet's 30-years international stage experience, it reveals secrets of mastery and gives an
opportunity for musicians of different traditions, instruments and backgrounds to come together for a full
immersion into the

exciting

process

of

music-making.

The program of the TCMW, designed exclusively for the course, allows instrumentalists and vocalists of any
skill level to experience a totally new dimension of musical freedom. It encourages everyone, regardless of
his/her usual

profile, to

try

their hand at various styles,

e.g. classical,

jazz,

pop, and traditional

music, working in ensembles with fellow musicians from other countries, under the guidance of eminent mentors
known worldwide as masters of combining styles and genres in their creative work.
A unique curriculum created by members of Terem Quartet and friends of the band – top class musicians and
professional

instructors

– is

set

up

of

instrumental

and

vocal

ensemble classes,

rhythm

&

improvisation workshops, additional and rare disciplines like calligraphy and art therapy, and more. Offering
everyday concert opportunities, it’s designed not only to help improve performance skills, but to expand
inner horizons and broaden young musicians’ minds. The faculty’s personal approach to every individual and

skillful leading of the whole creative process will turn it into pure joy and fun, removing any fears and uncertainties
one might initially have! In addition, a friendly and non-competitive atmosphere, mixed with inspiration,
encouragement and support, will help everyone fully discover their creative potential, making the 9-day TCMW
a truly unforgettable event!
Terem Crossover Music Week will be held on July 22-31, 2016 at Imatra SPA-resort, located at the beautiful
lake Saimaa in Eastern Finland. Tuition fee includes all classes, as well as accomodation, full board meal service,
SPA and multiple facilities for leisure and outdoor activities.

Join us for this exciting musical adventure!

LEARN MORE AND APPLY AT
WWW.TEREMMUSICWEEK.COM

